Edinburgh’s World Heritage Site
Community Map
Discover the Old and New Towns through the community’s eyes.

Map design & illustration by HANNAH RYE
Developed from imagery & text produced a Edinburgh and Heritage Community mapping workshop.
Discover Edinburgh and its World Heritage Site through its stories...

**A City for Kids**
From a child’s perspective, the streets are very tall, with grey asphalt and a dashed yellow line painted on the middle. The kids who were asked about the project loved historic buildings and especially the City Chambers. They mention the “carnival”, “sweets”, green spaces and “fresh air”, they didn’t like “fire” and the smell of “fog” and “tobacco smoke”. Some children mentioned hospitals as a place where “sick people are helped”, and airports from the portrait position. Perhaps unexpectedly, the school is chosen as a positive element on the map.

**Edinburgh Weather**
Edinburgh weather is said to be rainy and interesting that it often features on the Community Map. This was particularly noticeable by the international community, who included the “strong wind” on Midlothian Moor. Walk, rain, clouds and fog often come from the “South” and “East”. Child 15 mentions that the weather is a source of happiness in the Community. He is a “sports fan” and describes what he does and one day “I’ll say hello to him. What an old boy!”
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**Everything is Relative!**
People on the Community Map are not interested by the distance and orientation. Some participants represented many individuals, such as the Big Issue seller on Dundee Street; the “sunny, happy day” on the bus, and the “nice man from Sainsbury’s in the Post Office”. Smoke and smog also emerge. “I have a friend and she lives in the City of Edinburgh, the Corstorphine hill, she is a senior citizen and wonders what she does and one day I’ll say hello to her. What an old boy”!

**People on Landmarks**
Many locations on the map are remembered not because of their historic relevance or beauty but because people are emotionally attached to them. Princes Street Gardens is a beloved place, where people recall childhood memories of games and open-air concerts. In reality (George Square appears too big and domed) and some streets have completely disappeared (e.g., Cowgate) or been destroyed (e.g., the area between the Grassmarket and the Union Canal) and places in the City Centre love to walk in Princes Street Gardens. The Water of Leith Waterway, Arthur’s Seat and Calton Hill are amongst the favourite walking routes (see Section 14)...

**Unusual Landmarks**
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**Unpopular Routes**
People on the Community Map have shared that routes ranked as “unpopular”, such as the South side of Princes Street, are less popular during morning, afternoon and evening times in Middle Eastern countries.

**For Kids and Parents**
A City for Kids
There are people on the map who mention their favourite places. People mention the banks, the pubs and the Cata, sweets, green spaces and “fresh air”, they didn’t like “fire” and the smell of “fog” and “tobacco smoke”. Some children mentioned hospitals as a place where “sick people are helped”, and airports from the portrait position. Perhaps unexpectedly, the school is chosen as a positive element on the map.
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